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Abstract 
The R1emann problem for a nonlinear class of systems of f1rst order 
hyperbollc conservat1on laws is studied. In the system the matrix which 
1s the derivative of the flux function, is lower triangular. In the 
class there is both strictly and non-strictly hyperbolicy. There is no 
assumptions on genuine nonlinearity. Existence and uniqueness are 
proved except in an area with measure zero where there 1s multiple 
solution. An example show that the solution does not depend cont1nuously 
on the data. Numerical methods are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the R1emann problem for the system of 
differential equat1on 
( 1. 1 ) 
where f is continuous and f and 
i= 1, 2, •.. , n 
a f. 
l 
---- where defined, is piecew1se a u. 
l 
monotone with a finite number of intervals where the functions are 
monotone. In the Riemann problem the initial condition is 
( 1 • 2 ) = 
In order to classify the 
a f { __ 1 } . a u. l,J 
J 
u. 
l,-
U. 
~.· 
problem we 
for x < 0 
for x > 0 i=1,2, ... ,n. 
study the matrix 
In problem (1o1l this matrix is lower triangular. The eigenvalues to 
the problem are the diagonal elements. The problem is therefore 
hyperbolic. We will name the problem a lower triangular hyperbolic 
system. There is no assumption that the eigenvalues are distinct. 
Therefore the class contains both strictly and non-strictly hyperbolicy. 
Genuine nonlinearity in this case reduces to that 
does not vanish for any values of u. This assumption is not done in 
this paper. 
For n=1, ioe. the scalar problem, existence and uniqueness are well-
known. See e.g. Oleinik [9] and [10] and Smoller [11]. For systems most 
of the published papers are either for n=2 see e.g. Smoller [12] ,· 
Keyfitz and KranzeF [5] and [6] or for the strictly hyperbolic case see 
e .. g. Lax [7]. 
The Riemann problem is a particular physical problem where it is 
possible to find an analytic solution. In addition it is used as 
bu1lding blocks in the Cauchy problem with general initial data. In 
fact, the Riemann problem is used both for ex1stence and uniqueness 
theorems and as a numerical method. It is used in both ways in the 
celebrated paper by Glimm [1) and in a paper by Holden, Holden and 
H0egh-Krohn [3]. Godunov [2] uses the Riemann problem in a numerical 
method. 
It is two main reasons to study a lower triangular hyperbolic 
system. 
By restricting us to lower triangular systems we are able to solve a 
general nxn system, and therefore find some caracteristics for the 
2 
general problem. 
It is possible to approx~mate the solution of some physical problems 
with the solution of 11.11. 
There exist no smooth solution of (1. 11 and (1 .21. no matter how 
smooth the flux function is. Therefore we are interested in weak 
solut~ons. There are several smooth solut~ons to the problem. ~e use an 
entropy criteria in order to find the relevant solution. The or1gin for 
the entropy criteria ~s that the ~elution ~s the l1miting solut1on when 
a second order term vanish. A unique solution must be on the form 
ulx.tl = v(x-st). 
Substituted into the equation 
u + f(u) = £ u t X XX 
we get 
- s v + (f(v))" = £V 
Scaling the equation and integrating gives 
v· It) = f(v(t)) - s viti - C. 
Thuse the following entropy criteria for a shock with speed s 
between v and v lS used in the paper. There exist an integral curve 
+ 
v"(t) = f(v(tll- s vltl-
and when t .. + .. 
We name th1s integral curve an entropy curve in order to separate it 
from other integral curves. 
The solution of the Riemann problem consist of several shocks 
satisfying the entropy condition and smooth solution satisfying the 
equation following each other with increasing speed s. Smooth solutions 
are in this connection called rarefaction waves. 
In order to allways get a solution we have to accept shocks 
following each other and have the same speed. This is necessary also in 
the scalar equation. 
In the following chapter we prove existence of a solution of (1.1) 
and (1 .21 for all initial values and uniqueness almost everywhere. Some 
characteristics of the solution are discussed in chapter 3. We show that 
the Lax shock inequalities are not valid for non-strictly hyperbolic 
systems. An example show that the solution does not depend continuously 
on the initial function. Finally some numer1cal methods are d1scussed. 
The general solution depends on the entropy curves. This slow down the 
numerical method. When the eigenvalues are in distinct intervals and f 
is piecwise linear. it is possible to find the solution only with 
convex/concave envelopes. 
2 EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
( 1. 1 l and ( 1. 21 is solved by one equation at a time. The fnst is a 
scalar equation and existence and uniqueness is well-known. This is 
stated as the first theorem 
3 
Theorem 2.1 
The scalar Riemann problem 
u + f!ul = 0 t )( 
where f is locally Lipchitz continuous w1th 1nital value 
u(x,OI = 
u 
+ 
u 
for x > 0 
for x < 0 
has a unique solution which may be descr1bed uniquely by a function u(s) 
)( 
where s = t' u(sl is piecewise continuous and there is a s and a s 
such that u!sl is constant for s<s and s>s . There exist a unique 
- + 
integral curve w!~l except for a shift in ~. such that 
w' IU = flu(~)) - s u(~l - (f(u(s II - s u(s I. 
! ! 
w(~l is monotone 
and w(~l .. u(s!l when 1:: -+ + ... 
+ 
In a discontinuity of u(s) the left and r1gth value on each side of 
the discontinuity is denoted u and u respect1vely. 
+ 
It is not proved earlier that ths solution may be described as above. 
The proof is however stralgthforward. 
The general problem is solved by induct1on on the number of 
equations. Assume that the problem is solved for n equations. We will 
then prove it for n+1 equations. The n+1 equation problem may be written 
as 
! 2. 1 I v t + g(u,vl = 0 )( 
and 
v for )( > 0 
+ ( 2. 2) v(x,Ol = v for )( < 0 
)( 
u(sl. s=t• is a known piecewise continuous n dimensional function 
which is constant for s>s and s<s for som s and s . 
+ + 
Where u(s) is 
discontinuous, there exist a piecewise monotone entropy curve 
( 2. 3) w'!E:I =flu(~))- s u!E:I- (f(u(s ll- s u(s l 
+ + 
and when 1:: -+ ~ ... 
Sim1larly the solution v may be described by a function v(s) and for 
each discontinuity in v(sl there is an entropy curve y(t). 
Assume g is continuous and 9 and 9 where defined, is piecewise 
. v 
monotone. 
In the argument belove we assume there is a fixe0 left value vl for v. 
4 
We use v insteald 6f v in order to separate it from left values in 
L , -
I s~ngle shocks. Similarly vR ~s used. Then the values for vR which is 
poss~ble to connect to vl only us1ng speed less than a speed s 1s found. 
When th1s maKimum speed is large enough, 1t is poss1ble to connect the 
fiKed vl to all possible vR values. In describ1ng the vR values which 
may be connected to v , the function h (v) is used in addit1on to the 
L s 
function g(u(s) ,v). The values which is possible to connect to vl with 
speed less than or equals, is the v values where h (v) = g(u(s),v). The 
s 
h (VI function has the following properties: 
s 
- h. ( v) = g ( u ( s), v) in a finite number of intervals. An interval 
s 
may consist of one point. There is at least one interval. 
- Between these intervals h (v) is l1near w1th slope s. 
s 
- There exist a v0 such that for v > v0 
either h ( v) = 9 ( u ( s). v). s 
or h ( v) < g ( u ( s) 'v). 
s 
- There exist a vo such that for v < vo 
either h 
s 
( v) = g ( u ( s) 'v) ' 
or h ( v) > g ( u ( s) 'v). 
s 
See figure 2.1 for a typical h (v) and g(u(s) ,v). 
s 
The argument ~s made a litle more complicated because there is not 
always a unique ~ntropy curve. When the entropy curve is not unique the 
solution v(s) isl stil unique, but we get problems in the induction. When 
ther• are severa~ entropy curves w(t) in the u variable between the same 
u and u , therei is not a unique solution in general. Luckily th1s does 
+ 
not happen often. There is only for (vl,vR) in an area with measure 
zero. where ther 
using induction 
is a shock with not unique entropy curves. Therefore 
n the number of equations, the solution is unique 
.eKcept for ( u1 , ... , un , u1 , .... un ) in an area of measure zero in R2n. 
+ + 
We may then s art with the proofs. 
Proposition 2.2 
The vR values that are poss1ble to connect to a fiKed vl value with 
speed less than r equal s, may be described as stated above by a 
function h (v) w·th the properties listed above, and the function 
s 
g(u(s) ,v). Where there is a shock the entropy curve is unique eKcept 
that for each vl there is a finite number of vR values for which the 
entropy curve is not unique. 
Comment to Props tion 2.2 
I 
I 
We will prove[that the entropy curve is unique for convergence to 
5 
points where h IVl=9lu ,vl and 9 > s. These points are important because 
s + v 
the solution v(s) pass these points for vR in an interval. See figure 
2.2 where s=O and u(s) is constant for s>O. We see that v(Ol=c for all 
vRt(a,cl. When gvlu 0 ,v 0 J<s. !u 0 ,v 0J is only passed for at most one 
s1ngle ~R value. Therefore the proposition is correct when there only 
is non-unique entropy curve for a finite number of po1nts where 9 <s. 
v 
Before this proposition is proved, some lemmas must be proved. 
Lemma 2.3 
Propos1tion 2.2 is correct for s<s 0 if ulsl = u for s<s 0 . 
Proof of Lemma 2.3 
When u(s) is constant (2.1) and (2.2) is equivalent with the scalar 
problem. The solution is then well-known. If v is smaler than v, the 
+ 
solution is described by the convex envelope from v to v . and if v 
+ 
larger than v , the solut1on is described by the concave envelope 
+ 
is 
from v to v . It is easily seen that Proposition 2.2 is satisfied. See 
+ 
figure 2.3 for a typcal h lvl when u!sl is constant. The entropy curve 
s 
is always unique.e 
Lemma 2.4 u continuous 
Assume that Proposition 2.2 is satisfied for s=s 0 and that u(s) is 
continuous for st[s 0 ,s 1J. Then Proposition 2.2 is satisfied for s=s 1 . 
Proof of Lemma 2.4 
6 
When u(s) is continuous, we will prove that the solution of (2.1) -
(2.3) is a combination of smooth rarefaction waves in all the v variables 
combined with shocks only in the v variable. Since the shocks are only 
in the ~ variable, ·they appear in the same manner as shocks in the 
scalar equation. 
When u(s) is continuous, the equation is 
v + g(u(s),v) = 0. 
t X 
X Since the solution is on the form v ( s), s = t, the equation may be 
rewr1tten as 
-sv +g(u,v)u +g(u,vlv =0 
s u s v s 
or equ1valent 
v 
s s - g 
v 
When g (u,v) = s, the equation may be treated as the scalar 
v 
equat1on with rarefactions waves where s=g and shocks from (u .v l to 
v 
(u .v ) with speed s, 
+ + 
s = 
g(u .v ) - g(u .v l 
+ + 
v 
+ 
There is a rarefaction wave starting in every point v0 where 
hs 0 !v 0 J = g(u!s 0J.v 0 J and gv~ s 0. The rarefaction wave is defined by the 
integral curve 
( 2. 4 ) v ( s 0) = vo ' 
gu u ( 2. 5) ( s) s v = 
s s - gv 
These curves -are well-defined as far as g ~ s. Two curves can not 
I V 
pass each other, i.e. if v1 !s 1 J < v2 !s 1 J. then v1 !sl < v2 !sl for all s. 
In (v,g) plane the curves (v(s) ,g(u(s) ,v(s))) are parallel with slope 
s. 
9 s 9 u us+ 9 v vs vs(s-gvl + gvvs 
= = = s. 
v v v 
s s s 
Even when g = s, 
v 
the curves (v(s) ,g(u(s) ,v(s)) are parallel wHh 
slope s in the (v,g) plane. 
The entropy curves are unique exactly as in the scalar case. Points 
with multiple entropy curves and g <s is transformed to other points 
where g <s. 
v 
satisf1.ed.e 
- v 
It is then trivial to see that Proposition 2.2 is 
Then we are left with the most difficult case where there is a shock 
in u. Assume u(s) is discontinuous in s0 with the left and right 
values u and u respectively. We assume that Proposition 2.2 1.s 
+ 
satisfied for s_, where s_ is speed s 0 but before the shock. ~. is 
defined correspondingly. Assume also that there exist a piecewise 
monotone integral curve w(t) such that 
w'(tl-+ u! when 
We use the notation h (v) and h (v) instead of h (v) and h (v). 
+ s s 
+ 
F1.rst we will prove that there starts and ends integral curves from 
almost all points on h (v). 
Lemma 2.5 
Assume that g is continuous and g(w(t) ,v) - s v 1.s str1.ctly monotone 
in the v variable and monotone in t for t smal and for the v variable in 
a neighbourhood to a v and that w(t) is piecewise monotone and 
7 
converges to u when t ~ - •. 
Then there ex1st a p1ecewise monotone integral curve such that 
( 2. 6) 
and 
v' (tl = g(w(tl ,v(tl l - s v(t) - (g(u ,v l - s v l 
v(tl ~ v when t -+ - ... 
If g(u,vl - s v 1s strictly decreasing 1n a neighbourhood to (u ,v l, 
then the curve is unique. 
Correspondingly when t ~ • there exist an integral curve where vltl 
converges to v . Then there is uniqueness when glu,vl - s v is 
+ 
strictly increasing in v. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5 
We will only pove the lemma when t ~ _.., We may assume s=O. By the 
assumption there exist a N and a unique monotone curve a(t) such that 
g(w(tl ,altl I = g(u ,v I for t < - N. 
A curve vItI is uniquely defined by ( 2. 6 I and v (a l = b for a ,fixed a and 
b. We divide into to cases depending on g is increasing or decreasing in 
v' 
g increasing 1n v 
We may assume g increasing in u and u > wlt 21 > wlt 1 l. Then a(t) is 
increasing. See figure 2.4. v(t) 1s defined by 
vlt 0 1 = ~ la!t 01 + a(t 0+1 ll for an arbitrary t 0 <- N- 1. 
Then vltl ) a(t) > v , v~ (t) > 0 and 
v' (t) -+ g(u ,v(t)) - g(u ,v ) when t-+ - oo 
The convergence is monotonically. 
g decreasing in v 
We may assume g increasing in u and u < w!t 2 l < wlt 1J. Then a(t) is 
increasing. See figure 2.5. We will prove ex1stence of v(tJ by defining 
a sequence {v (tJ} fori> N which converge towards v(tl. Define v.(t) 
l l 
by 
v (-i) : 1 ( v 
1 - 2 - a (-ill. 
Let us first prove that v < v - ( t l < a ( t l for - i < t < - N . From the 
l 
defin1t1on v.(-i) is between v 
l 
and a(tl. The interval (v ,a(t)J 
increases with t. While v < v- ( t) 
l 
pass alt) since if v (t)=a(t) then 
l 
< a(t), v'(t) > 0. But v (t) does not 
l 1 
v' (tl=g(w(t) ,a(t) 1=0. 
1 
Secondly we prove that for i,j > N, lv.(t)- v (tll decreases with t 
1 J 
fort< -N. If vi(t) < vj(t), then vj_(t) > vjltl since g is decreasing 
in v. 
Then it is easy to see that v (-Nl converge when i -+ 
l 
Assume j>i. 
8 
Then lv.(-N)- v.I-Nll < lv.(-i)- v.l-ill < lv - al-ill-+ 0, when 
l J l J 
i-+ • and vltl may be defined by (2.61 and v(-Nl = lim v (-N). 
i .. 00 l 
Since v < v (t) < a(t) for -1 < t < -N, we have v 
l 
t < -N. Then v('t) -+ v . 
< v(tl < a(t) for 
Since also v'(t) > 0 fort< -N, the convergence ls monotone. It is 
easy to see that it is piecewise monotone. Finally uniqueness must be 
proved. Assume that there is two lntegral curves v 1(t) and v 2 (t) which 
both satisfies the conditions. In order to converge towards v , both 
must be between v and a(t). But since lv 1(t)- v 2 !tll increases, when 
t -+ -•, it is not possible that both converges towards v , except when 
v 1 (t) = v2 !tl for all t.e 
Comment to Lemma 2.5 
For smooth g, g(u,vl - s v not strictly monotone means g = s. 
v 
When g (u ,v l = s, there may exist integral curves which converges 
v 
to v , and there may not. In the first of the followlng examples there 
is continuum of integral curves, ln the next example there is no such 
curves. 
Example 2.1 
g ( u 'v) 2 = U1 + V and w ( t l = (u , v l = ( 0 '0) 
All curves defined by 
v'(t) = g(w(t),v(t)) and v(Ol =a for a>O 
converge towards v. See figure 2.6. 
Example 2.2 
g(u,vl 2 = u + v ( u 'v l and w(t) = 1 for t<O. t 
All curves is at the form 
v' It) g(w(t) ,v(t) l and v (-1 l=a 
a a 
Then 
- 1 
lv (-oo)-v (- ll ~ f lv'l dx 
a a a 
-1 
~ f I~ I t dx = oo, 
I .. • 
thus all integral curves diverges. See figure 2. 7. 
Lemma 2.6 
1 for t<O. 
t 
Assume 
converges 
that there is two entropy 
towarrs respectively v1 ,-
curves v1!tl and v2!tl, which 
and v2 .- with v1 ._< v2 ._. Assume 
9 
further that h_lv 1 ._1 = g(u,v 1 ._1 and h_lv 2 ._1 = g(u,v 2 ._1. Then 
v11tl < v2 1tl for all t. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6 
We may assume s=O. Assume there is a t 0 such that v 1!t 0 l > v2!tl. 
Then there must be a t 1 such that v 1!t 11 = v 2!t 1l and v~!t 1 1 > v2!t 1). 
But since h_ (v) is nonincreasing, g(u_,v 1 ._l > g(u_.v 2 ._1. Then 
v~(t 1 ) = g(w(t),v 1(t 1))- g(u_,v 1 ,_) 
< g(w(tl,v 2!t 1ll- g(u_,v 2 ._l 
= v21t 1 l.e 
Then we are ready for the lemma which handles u(s) discontinuous, 
i.e. there is a shock in one of the equation higher up in the 
equation system. 
Lemma 2. 7 u(sl discontinuous 
Assume u(sl IS discontinuous for s=s 0 and that Proposition 2.2 is 
correct for s . Then Proposition 2.2 is correct for 
Proof of Lemma 2.7 
s . 
+ 
Let us start the argument with h_(v). Using this function we find 
out where it is possible to end using a speed less than or equal s 0 
but not passed the shock in the u variable. Everywhere where 
g(u ,vl=h ~v) and g(w(t) ,v) - s vis strictly monotone in v and 
monotone in t, there is an integral curve which converges this point. 
1 0 
By the assumption on g and w(t) the function is always monotone in t for 
t smal. Where g(u,v) - s 0 v is not strictly monotone in v it is possible 
to make a shock with speed s 0 only in the v variable before the shock 
with speed s0 in the u variable. 
Let us follow ap integral curve which starts in (v_,h_(v_) ). The 
integral curve (v(t),h_!v_) + s 0 !v!tl-v_)) describes a straight line. 
When t ~ ~. the curve either diverges to ~ or -~. or it converges to 
a point where the straight line crosses g!u_,v). Lemma 2.6 tells 
that two integral curves does not pass each other. Following the end 
points of all the integral curves starting at h_(v) having slope s 0 , we 
find some parts of g(u ,v) which may be connected to each other by 
+ 
straight lines with slope s 0 . See figure 2.8. If Proposition 2.2 is 
satisfied after the shock, this must be the new h (v). It remains to 
+ 
prove that It satisfies the conditions on h (v). It is easy to prove 
s 
that this h (v) satisfies the conditions when lvl is large. It left to 
s 
further that h_!v 1 ._1 = g(u,v 1 ._1 and h !v2 ._1 = g(u,v 2 ._1. Then 
v1 !tl < v2 !tl for all t. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6 
We may assume s=O. Assume there is a t 0 such that v 1!t 0 l > v2!tl. 
Then there must be a t 1 such that v 1!t 1l = v21t 1 l and v;!t 1 l > v21t 11. 
But s1nce h_ (vi is nonincreasing, g(u_,v 1 .-' > glu_.v 2 ._l. Then 
v;!t 1 l = g(w(t),v 1!t 1 11 g(u_.v 1 ._J 
< g(w(tl .v 2!t 1 1 I - g(u_.v 2 ._l 
= v21t 11.e 
Then we are ready for the lemma which handles u(sl d1scontinuous. 
i.e. there is a shock in one of the equation higher up in the 
equation system. 
Lemma 2. 7 u(s) discontinuous 
Assume u(sl 1s d1scontinuous for s=s 0 and that Proposition 2.2 is 
correct for s . Then Proposition 2.2 is correct for s . 
+ 
Proof of Lemma 2.7 
Let us start the argument with h_(v). Using this function we find 
out where it is possible to end using a speed less than or equal s 0 
but not passed the shock in the u variable. Everywhere where 
g(u .vl=h ~vl and g(w(tl ,v) - s v is str1ctly monotone in v and 
monotone in t. there is an integral curve which converges this point. 
1 0 
By the assumption on g and w(t) the function is always monotone in t for 
t smal. Where g(u,vl - s 0 v is not strictly monotone in v it is possible 
to make a shock with speed s 0 only in the v variable before the shock 
with speed s0 in the u variable. 
Let us follow a.n integral curve which starts in (v_.h_(v_ll. The 
integral curve (v(tl.h_(v_l + s 0 !vltl-v_l l describes a straight line. 
When t ~ ~. the curve either diverges to ~ or -~. or it converges to 
a point where the straight line crosses g(u_.vl. Lemma 2.6 tells 
that two integral curves does not pass each other. Following the end 
points of all the integral curves starting at h_(v) having slope s 0 , we 
find some parts of g(u ,vl which may be connected to each other by 
+ 
straight lines with slope s 0 . See figure 2.8. If Proposition 2.2 is 
satisf1ed after the shock. this must be the new h (v). It remains to 
+ 
prove that 1t satisfies the conditions on h (v}. It is easy to prove 
s 
that this h (v) satlsfies the conditions when lvl is large. It left to 
s 
prove that all points where h (v) = g(u ,v) lS possible to reach with 
+ + 
speed s . The dlfficulty 1s to prove that where h (v) is a stra1ght 
+ + 
line and crosses g(u ,v) there 1s an 1ntegral curve which converges to 
+ 
th1s po1nt. 
In order to make the notation easy assume g 1s def1ned everywhere. 
v 
Let us cons1der all 1ntegral curves 
v· It! = g(w(tl,v (t)) - c 
c c 
for a constant c. One of these integral curves is defined uniquely by 
v ( 0 l " a. When t -+ -oo v ( t) d1verges to -co or .. or converges to a 
c c 
v value where g ( u _, v _ l = c. Correspondingly when t ... "", v ( t) 
c 
diverges to -oo or ~ or converges to a v value where g(u ,v ) = c. 
+ + + 
There 1s a un1que curve wh1ch converges to a point where gv(u_,v_l < s 0 
and a unique curve wh1ch converges to a point where g (u ,v l > s 0 . Let 
! v t + 
us consider whiCh values of a and c where the curve v (0) = a converges 
c 
to h !vl. According to Lemma 2.6 two integral curves which both 
1 1 
converges to h_lvl does not pass each other. Us1ng th1s fact 1t 1s easy 
to prove that there is a continuous function c = ~(a) in the (a,c) plane 
such that for c = ~(a) the curve defined by v (0) = a converges to h (v) 
c 
where h (v) " c. See figure 2.9. ~(a) is decreasing where the 
corresponding h !vl 1s decreasing and ~(a) l.S constant, where the 
corresponding h (v) is constant. Where 1!al is constant there are 
several 1ntegral curves which converges to h (v) and where ~(a) is 
decreasing there is only one such curve. 
Correspondingly we may study which (a,cl values which the curve 
v ( 0) = a converges to h ( v l. For convergence to h I v l the properties 
c t + 
are changed; there is a single (a,cl value for wh1ch v (0) " a converges 
c 
to a po1nt where g !u ,vl 
v + 
value for wh1ch v (0) = a 
c 
> s, and an interval with a values for each c 
converges to a po1nt where g I u , v l > s. See 
v + 
figure 2.10 where the different curves for convergence to points where 
g (u .vl >sis showed. 
v + -
S1nce c " ~(a) is continuous it crosses the curves in the (a,c) plane 
for convergence to g(u ,v) where g > s. Therfore there is always an 
+ v 
integral curve from h (vl to h (v) where h !v) is as indicated in the 
+ + 
first part of th1s proof. 
W~tere c =~(a) is constant, i.e. where h is constant, there usually 
are several curves converging from h to h . If there are several curves 
+ 
h_ has in this point slope s 0 and h+ has slope less than or equal s 0 . 
See example in the following chapter for a typ1cal example with multiple 
integral curves. There is a finite numt.er of intervals where h is 
linear with slope s 0 . Then for each vl it 1s only a finite number of vR 
values for which the entropy curve is not unique. 
12 
Proof of Proposit1on 2.2 
u!sl is piecewise cont1nuous and constant for s small and s large. In 
Lemma 2.3 we have proved that the propos1t1on is correct for s small. 
Lemma 2.4 g1ves that if u(s) lS cont1nuous 1n an interval and 
Propos1tion 2.2 is correct in the beginning of the 1nterval then it is 
correct in the end of the interval. Lemma 2. 7 states that if u(s) is 
discontinuous for the s value to the left of the discontinuity, then it 
is correct to the right of the discontinuity. Then the proposition is 
correct for any s.• 
In order to prove existence for every initial values the following 
lemma 1s needed. 
Lemma 2.8 
There is as such that for s > s, h (v) = g(u ,v). 
+ + s + 
The poof is trivial. 
We may then state the theorem of existence and uniqueness of the system 
(2. 1) - (2.3). This theorem is used in the induction step for proving 
existence and uniqueness for the general system ( 1.1) and ( 1. 2). 
Theorem 2.9 
G1ven vL, vR, g(u,v), u(s) and w(t) where u(s) is discontinuous with 
the properties listed in the beg1nning of this chapter. Then there exist 
a un1que solution to the Riemann problem 
vt + g(u,v)x = 0 
for x < 0 
V (X, 0) for x > 0. 
There exist also integral curves in the shocks in v. These integral 
curves are un1que except for a (v ,v ) in an area with measure 0 in 
- + 
The theorem follow easily from Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.8. 
Then finally, we may state the existence and uniqueness proof for the 
system (1 .1) and (1 .21. 
Theorem 2.10 
There exist a solution to the Riemann problem (1 .11 and (1.2) 
and the solution 1s unique except for some in1tal values u and u . The 
+ 
area where there exist several solutions has measure 0 in R2n. For 
n=1 and n=2 there is always uniqueness. 
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Proof of Theore 2. 10 
The theorem 1s proved by using 1nduct1on. For n=1 the result is well-
known. Th1s 1s ~sed as the 1nduct1on hypothesis. Theorem 2. 9 1s used as 
the 1nduct1on step. For n=2 there may be an initial value in an area 
with measure 0 ~here there are several entropy curves, but the 
solut1on 1s stit unique. For n>2 th1s may lead to several solutions.• 
3 SOME CHARACT,RISTICS OF THE SOLUTION 
I 
In this chaptier we study some of the characteristics of the solution 
of lower triangJlar hyperbol1c systems. F1rst we show that the Lax 
entropy inequal~ties are not satisfied. Afterwards we prove that the 
solut1on does nqt depend continuously on the data. 
I 
For genuinly !nonlinear and strictly hyperbolic systems the following 
inequalities 
I 
Ak!u+l) < s 
"k 1 (u l < 
- I -
and 
< "k+1(u+) 
s < r.k!u_l 
where Ak are th~ ordered 
[ 7 J f o r 1 o c a 1 s oil u t i o n s . 
the eigenvalues ~re the 
eigenvalues to the system, was proved by Lax 
In lower tr1angular hyperbolic systems 
a f. 
. . 1 der1vat1ves -a--- . Let us name this eigenvalue 
u. 
1 
r.i. Assume there is a simple rarefaction solution in equation 1, ... ,k-1. 
Then a shock with speed s in equation k. This shock influences the 
solut1on in equa~ion k+ 1, ... , n. Then r. i= s on both side of the shock for 
i= 1, .... k-1. For! i=k the eigenvalues appear as in the scalar equation 
1.e . .A~ (u+) ( s f A.i(u_l. For i > k usually Ai(u+l, Ai(u_) are both 
less than s accor' din1_g to the proof of lemma 2.7. But we may also have 
1 i 
situat1ons where A (u ) ~ s and where A (u l ) s. When .A (u ) ) s, 
+ 
i 
the solution is pot unique. In one or two of the possible solutions 
,>.. 1 (u ) = s. r.itL l ~sis an ordinary sitation which is not possible to 
I + 
exclude. We see that the Lax shock inequality is not correct for general 
non-str1ct hyperbolic systems. In the argument above it is not 
I . . . 
assumec that the! system 1s not genu1nely nonl1near. Johansen and 
Winthe: [4] havelcome to the same conclusion by a study of a particular 
non-str1ctly hyplrbolic system. 
The solution in the scalar equation depend continuously on the data, 
see Luc1er [8] a~d Holden, Holden and H0egh-Krohn [3]. For the scalar 
equat1on the fol~owing theorem is val1d. 
.. I 
I Thecrem 3.1 
If f and g are Lipschitz cont1nuous funct1ons, u0 and v 0t BV(Rl and 
u and v are the solutions of 
ut + f ( u) = 0 for X 
U (X, 0) = U O (X) for 
and 
vt + g ( v) = 0 for X 
V (X, 0) = v 0 !xl for 
then for any t> 
I lui. ,t)-v(. ,t) Ill 'llu 0 1xl-v 01xllll + 
1 1 
X£R and t>O 
X£R 
x£R and t>O 
X£R 
llf-glllip minllu 0 18V(Rl'lv 0 18V(Rll 
I 
where we have d~f1ned 
1 4 
In lower tri~ngular hyperbolic systems the solution does not depend 
continuously onl the data. Th~ problem arises in connection to where the 
solut1on is not~unique. Using the second part of the proof of Lemma 2.1 
we see that the solut1on when it is not un1que is a member in a one 
parameter famil where the parameter is 1n an interval. This interval is 
either bounded ·n both ends or bounded belove or above. In the following 
example we apprfach a point where the solution is not unique along 
different curve~ where the solution is unique. Then we find the 
endpo1nts in th~ parameter interval and see that the solution does not 
depend continuously on the inital data. 
In the example n=3. We take one equation 
f 1 ( u 1 ) 2 : - u1 
- 1 for X < 0 
and U (X) = 
0' 1 1 for X > 0. 
The solution is easily found 
- 1 for X < 0 
u1 (X, t) = for X > 0. 
See f1gure 3. 1 . f2 lS defined a litle more 
g 1 ( u 2) 
at a time. 
complicated 
for u < - 1 1 
f 2 ( u 1 , u2 ) = 
1 1 
2 (1-u 1 l g 1 !u2 l + 2 (1+u 1 l g 2 !u2 l for - 1 < u1 < 1 
where 
and 
9 2 1u2l 
lui for u < 1 
91 (u) = 2 - u for u > 1 
g 2 (u) = .....-J..- u. 
for u 1 > 1 
See f2gure 3.2 for the defin1tion of f 2. We use two different initi~l 
values in the Riemann problem which is arbitrary near each other. The 
init1al values are 
1 5 
+ - 1 for )( < 0 
u0!xl = ~~ for )( < 0 
respectively 
- 1 for )( < 0 u0 (xl V- for )( < 0. 
-2..-
The + and - sign JUSt after a number indicate a litle larger 
respectively a litle lower value. The exact solution are 
1 for X - - < -t 
0 for 1 X 0-- < - < + t 
u3 ( x, t l 
2+ for 0- < X < 0 -t 
y,z+ for 0 X < -t 
and 
1 for )( 1 - - < -t 
- X 
u 3(x,tl = 0 for - 1 < < 0 t 
,K+ .,'}, for 0 < X -t 
See f1gure 3.3 and 3.4. We see that when the right value approaches 4 
then these two solution becomes equal. But the entropy curves with speed 
0 does not approach each other. This becomes evident when we add the 
th1rd equation with 
9 3(u3l for u2 < 0 
f3(u2,u3) 1 ( 2-u 2 l 9 3(u3J u2g4(u3J for 0 4 = - + < u2 < 2 
9 4(u3J for u2 > 2 
where 
g 3 (u) = lui y1" 
and g 4 (ul = lui.+J 
See figure 3.5. The initial value is 
- 1 for X < 0 
u (x l = 0,3 1 for X < 0. 
The solution depend on the initial value for u2. 
1 for X - -t < 
- 1 
- 2- for - 1 < 
)( 0-- < t 
u3(x,tl 0 for 0-
)( 
= < < 0 t 
2 for 0 < X -t < 
for )( < -t 
and 
!-
16 
1 for )( 1 - - < -t 
+ )( 
u3(x,t) = 0 for - 1 < < t 
for < X -t 
See f1gure 3.6 and figure 3.7. When the right hand initial value for u 
2 
is 4 there is a continuum with entropy curves between the two entropy 
curves we get when the inital value appraches 4 from both sides. The 
+ 
corresponding solution for u3 is changing from u3 to u3 . The sector with 
value 0 is increasing and finally ends up as in u3 . 
4 NUMERICAL METHODS FOR LOWER TRIANGULAR HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS 
There is a lot of different numerical methods for the scalar 
equat1on. It is possible to generalize most of these to lower triangular 
hyperbollc systems. Here we will use a method which follow the proofs in 
chapter 2, except that the entropy curves are found by a numerical 
method for the integral curve. 
If one want to solve one Riemann problem or several problems but with 
d1fferent v and vR then it is to cumbersome to handle the whole h (v) 
L s 
funct1on. Instead a shooting method is valueable. The system is solved 
by one equat1on at a time. Then a shooting method runs as follows: 
Try to connect the v value to any v value. This is done by 
+ 
follOII.'lng the curve u(s). When u(s) is constant, convex or concave 
envelops are used. The integral curve (2.4) and (2.5) is used when u(s) 
is constinuous but not constant. Use an ordinary numerical method for 
(2.4) and (2.5). It is a litle more difficult when u(s) is discontinuous 
since there is no initial value for the integral curve. Numerically, 
th1s 1s solved by setting v!t 0 J = g(w(t 0 J,v_l for t 0 smal. Following 
the u(sl curve we finally reaches a vR value which probably is to low or 
to h1gh. This scheme is monotone, i.e. when following the u(sl curve if 
we move a litle shorter in v variable for a specific s value, the vR 
value that we end up with is smaler than the original vR value 
independently of what is done for larger s values. Then it is easy to 
approximate any vR value. 
If we assume that the eigenvalues of (1.11 are in distinct intervals, 
it is easy to find the solutions for shocks in u(s). In this case it is 
not necessary to use the entro~y curves since the shocks are uniquely 
def1ned by the equation 
g(u ,v l - g(u ,v l 
+ + 
v v 
( 4 . 1 ) s = 
+ 
If f. , i= 1, 2, ... , n are approximated by piecewise linear functions the 
l 
solut1on only consist of shocks and therefore is piecwise constant. 
1 7 
Thuse if f .. i=1,2, ... ,n are piecewise linear and the eigenvalues are 
1 
1n d1stinct intervals it is no need to use any integral curves. Then it 
1s poss1ble to solve the problem e~actly only using conve~ and concave 
envelopes and shock with speed defined by (4.11. 
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